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Abstract Establishing dynamic and timely industrial emissions inventory accurately is usually
challenging due to a long update cycle of the time-consuming bottom-up methods. The daily Visible
Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) thermal anomaly product at a high resolution of 375 m can
detect spatial location and fire radiative power (FRP) of thermal anomalies including industrial heat
sources. We explore potential of VIIRS product in updating industrial emission inventory. Industrial heat
sources in China are identified and further compared with industrial emissions from Multi-resolution
Emission Inventory for China. The correlations (R2) between VIIRS FRP and industrial emissions are
0.86 in regions dominated by coal-consuming activities and 0.9 for these with fragmented small-scale
plants and light industries. Our results suggest that VIIRS thermal product can provide a dynamic and
quantitative constraint of activation levels and spatial allocation of emission from industrial heat sources.
Plain Language Summary

The combustion of fossil fuels in global industrial activities
emits a large amount of atmospheric pollutants and greenhouse gases every year, which is considered
as the main anthropogenic factor causing air pollution and climate change. Owing to a comprehensive
estimation of the diverse industrial emissions, bottom-up methods usually have a time-consuming
compilation process for years. Satellites provide near-real-time observations of atmospheric composition,
which are useful constraints for updating emissions inventories timely. However, there are only several
satellite products of atmospheric components with reliable accuracy by now. In this study, we present
a probing insight into the application potential of Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
thermal anomaly product with a high resolution of 375 m for updating industrial emissions inventory of
China. Comparison of VIIRS fire radiative power (FRP) in industrial heat sources and Multi-resolution
Emission Inventory for China industry emission shows similar spatial patterns for both their location and
magnitude. By analyzing the correlation of satellite FRP and emission inventory, our results suggest that
the high-resolution satellite thermal anomaly product can provides a dynamic and quantitative constrain
for industry emission levels and reallocation of industrial heat sources

1. Introduction
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Combustion of fossil fuels in global industrial activities emits large amounts of atmospheric pollutants and
greenhouse gases every year, which is considered as the main anthropogenic factor in air pollution and
climate change (Guo et al., 2019; Krotkov et al., 2016; Oberschelp et al., 2019). During the last decades,
industrial emissions of atmospheric pollutants in China have experienced dramatic changes due to both
fast-growing economy and strict control measures (Li et al., 2020; Tao et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2018). As an
essential input of air quality and climate models, accurately quantifying emissions of industrial activities is
fundamental in understanding the changing climate and air quality. However, the diverse industrial sources
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as well as their activity levels usually have large spatial and temporal variations, leading to a requirement of
timely and dynamic emission inventory.
Based on statistical industrial activity rates and emissions factors, emission inventory developed by bottom-up methods has been widely used in atmospheric chemistry and climate studies (Streets et al., 2003;
Zhang et al., 2009). Comprehensive estimation of complicated industrial emissions with bottom-up methods in large scales such as China has a time-consuming compilation process for years and is subject to substantial uncertainties due to limited knowledge of emission factors, activation levels, and spatial allocation
(Li et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2011). Satellite observations of atmospheric composition can provide a dynamic
and timely constraint for updating emissions inventories. Advanced approaches including four-dimensional variational data assimilation and Ensemble Kalman Filter utilize satellite products such as SO2 and NO2
vertical column density to update corresponding emissions inventory in monthly scales (Qu et al., 2017; Y.
Wang et al., 2016, 2020). However, there are only several satellite products of atmospheric components with
reliable accuracy by now. Additionally, these satellite-based emission estimates are only the total amount
rather than source-resolved, hence lacking information for spatial and temporal variations of industrial
activities.
The energy-consuming industrial activities always release intense heat accompanied by high temperatures,
which can be quantitatively detected by satellite thermal infrared observations. Recent Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer (VIIRS) thermal anomaly products can not only provide location and Fire Radiation
Power (FRP) of biomass burning fires (Schroeder et al., 2014), but are also very sensitive to large industrial
heat sources due to a high spatial resolution at 375 m (Liu et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). The industrial
hotspots identified by daily satellite detection enable valuable spatial and temporal information of regional
industrial activities required in timely and dynamic emissions inventory. However, the few existing studies mostly focus on identification methods and spatial patterns of the industrial hotspots. VIIRS thermal
radiation has been found an effective indicator for emissions of fuel combustion such as flared gas volume
(Franklin et al., 2019). Besides spatial location, to what extent can satellite thermal observations characterize industrial emissions remain unclear by now.
In this study, we explore the application potential of satellite thermal anomaly in characterizing industrial
emissions based on VIIRS products and emission inventory in China. The industrial heat sources are identified by VIIRS 375 m product combined with land cover data at 30 m. Then, a density-based clustering
method is used to exclude the noisy points and extract industrial objects. Section 2 introduces data and
methods used. The relationship among VIIRS FRP, industrial emissions and energy consumption is analyzed in section 3. The limitation and uncertainty of satellite thermal products in emission inventory are also
discussed. Additionally, a summary is given in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. VIIRS Fire and Thermal Anomaly Product
The day and night VIIRS 375 m active fire product from NASA is used to identify industrial heat sources.
After screening out cloud and water pixels, VIIRS fire algorithm detects thermal anomalies (e.g., wildfire,
agricultural biomass burning, and industrial activities) by brightness temperature at middle and thermal
infrared bands using a contextual approach (Schroeder et al., 2014). Besides location of the fires, FRP indicating the rates of fire radiative energy related directly with combustion and emission process is also calculated at pixel level. Additionally, each fire pixel is labeled with a confidence flag (low, nominal, or high).
There are a total of 465,422 thermal anomaly pixels of nominal or high confidence during 2016 in China.
2.2. Land Cover Data
Considering that satellite infrared observations do not have information regarding source types of the thermal anomalies, a high-resolution global land cover data set at 30 m, GlobeLand30, is selected to distinguish
industrial heat sources to biomass burning fires (http://www.globallandcover.com/). By merging satellite
images from Landsat and China Environmental Disaster Alleviation Satellite, GlobeLand30 has 10 types
of land covers with an overall classification accuracy of 85.72% (Chen et al., 2014). The artificial surfaces
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at a high spatial resolution can effectively separate industrial heat sources from all other thermal anomaly
points (Figure S1). Owing to the narrow swath width and cloud cover, GlobeLand30 is available for the year
of 2000, 2010, 2020, and we utilize the 2020 version here.
2.3. Industrial Emissions Inventory and Energy Consumption Statistics
The Multi-resolution Emission Inventory for China (MEIC) anthropogenic emission inventory in 2016
at 0.25° × 0.25° is used to examine the potential of VIIRS thermal anomaly in emissions estimates (Li
et al., 2017). MEIC consists of 10 pollutants including SO2, NOx, CO, NMVOC, NH3, CO2, PM2.5, PM10, BC,
and OC emitted from five sectors of industry, agriculture, power plants, residential, and transportation.
Since industrial heat sources include several types such as power plants, steel plants, and cement plants,
we aggregate MEIC emissions of the 10 pollutants emitted from industry and power plant sectors to make a
comparison. To inspect the relationship between FRP of industrial heat sources and the amount of energy
consumption, we collect the provincial coal and fuel consumption in 2016 from national statistical yearbooks (http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/).
2.4. Cluster Analysis and FRP Aggregation of the Industrial Heat Sources
Unlike the sporadic biomass burning fires, industrial heat sources are fixed and persistent in a small area
and a long-time window such as 1 year. However, one large industrial hotspot usually has several striking
heat sources, and even location of the same hear source can be influenced by changing pixel sizes due to
daily variations of VIIRS orbit. The Density-based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN)
algorithm can cluster points such as industrial heat sources in a region of specified radius according to their
density (Ester et al., 1996). To extract the industrial hotspots, we cluster VIIRS thermal anomaly pixels in
artificial surfaces of GlobeLand30 by an improved DBSCAN, which can not only consider spatial and temporal attributes of the data set, but also detect the noise points from clusters of different densities (Birant &
Kut, 2007). High-resolution Google Earth images are used to confirm industrial hotspots and heat sources
further visually. To deal with the influence of cloud cover, monthly or annual mean of daily VIIRS FRP is
calculated at 375 m to indicate activity level of industrial emissions. Then, these unified FRP of the industrial heat sources are accumulated into 0.25° × 0.25°grids to match with MEIC.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Identification of Industrial Heat Sources in Mainland China
During 2016, 43.8% (204,058) of the VIIRS thermal anomalies in China are located in artificial surfaces of
GlobeLand30, which are taken as candidates of industrial heat sources. By confirmation in Google Earth
images, these thermal anomalies can be caused by typical industrial activities such as cement plants, coalfired power plants, steel plants, and coal mines (Figures 1a–1d). However, some thermal anomaly points
are found in residential area and construction site due to non-industrial sources like heating in winter and
open burning (Figures 1e and 1f). It should be noting that the dense thermal anomaly points in coal mines
and steel plants mainly result from different pixel sizes or center locations of the pixels due to daily shift of
VIIRS orbit.
To eliminate the influence of VIIRS orbit shift and filter out the noise ones, DBSCAN algorithm is applied
to cluster the candidates of industrial heat sources. Similar as previous work (Liu et al., 2018), radius of
the clustering is set to 1 km and the minimum number of the points within the radius is 5. After removing
14,190 noise points, 2,238 industrial objects are extracted from the 189,868 candidate points. Considering
that false thermal anomalies can exist in small towns surrounded by croplands or forest in contextual algorithm (Schroeder et al., 2014), we verify all the industrial objects through visually comparation with
high-resolution image of Google Earth manually. There are 2,055 high-confidence industrial heat sources
identified, which is close to the result (2,491) from Liu et al. (2018) but much fewer than that (16,505 polygons) by Zhang et al. (2019). The large difference could be due to that thermal anomaly points in a large-area
factory is divide into several polygons by the three-sliding window algorithm used in Zhang et al. (2019).
LI ET AL.
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Figure 1. Typical industrial heat sources including (a) cement plant, (b) coal-fired power plant, (c) steal plant, (d) coal mine, and noise points (e)–(f) viewed
from Google earth images.

Figure 2 shows spatial patterns of the 2,055 industrial heat sources clustering from 188,322 VIIRS
high-confidence thermal anomaly points during 2016 (Figure 2). The large industrial heat sources are most
concentrated in northern China and then the Yangtze River economic belt. Despite a much lower density,
there are also numerous thermal anomaly points in industrial regions of northwestern China, where coal
mines and oil-gas fields prevail. It is interesting that the industrial heat sources in Guangdong of southern
China are scattered across the whole province rather than converge surrounding the megacity of Guangzhou, due to large evacuation of industrial sources in air quality improvement (Z. Wang et al., 2016).
3.2. Comparison of VIIRS FRP and MEIC Emissions of Industrial Heat Sources
To have a direct view of satellite thermal detection in characterizing industrial activities, unified VIIRS FRP
aggregated at 0.25° × 0.25° is compared with MEIC industrial emissions in mainland China during 2016. As
shown in Figure 3, there is a high consistency in spatial patterns of VIIRS FRP and MEIC industrial emissions. The MEIC industrial emission hotspots in northern and northwestern China have notable high FRP
values (seen in the red circles). However, the striking emission hotspot in Guangzhou of southern China exhibits few thermal anomaly points and high values of FRP, which can be caused by industrial structures and
uncertainties of emission inventory. Also, it should be noted that there are numerous spatial discrepancies
in the detailed location of the high values of VIIRS FRP and MEIC industrial emissions. While high values
of MEIC industrial emissions exhibit very concentrated distribution, those of VIIRS FRP are more scattered.
Although spatial locations of high values of VIIRS FRP and MEIC industrial emissions are not exactly
matched, their locations in the same industrial hotspot tend to be close with each other (Figure 3). Spatial
allocation of emissions from nonpoint sources of industrial sectors usually adopts population-based method (Li et al., 2017), which can miss the small scattered industrial sources and allocate more emissions to the
central urban areas. Compared with the concentrated heavy industries such as steel plants and coal-fired
plants in northern China, the fragmented FRP values at moderate levels in southern China demonstrate
different industrial emission structures at much smaller scales. Moreover, spatial discrepancies between
VIIRS FRP and MEIC industrial emissions are obviously larger in southern China.
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Figure 2. Distribution of high-confidence industrial heat sources in China during 2016.

Owing to the prominent spatial mismatch, we analyze correlation of unified VIIRS FRP with MEIC industrial emissions and energy consumption at provincial levels (Figure S2). VIIRS FRP agrees well with industrial emissions and the amount of energy consumption with coefficient of determination (R2) of 0.63 and
0.73, respectively. Their total amounts at provincial levels can partly offset the influence of spatial mismatch
in the correlation. On the other hand, their direct correlation can also be hindered by distinct industrial
structures in different regions.
3.3. Application Potential of VIIRS FRP in Industrial Emission Estimation
According to clustering feature in scatter plots representing VIIRS FRP, MEIC industrial emission, and energy consumption in different provinces (Figure S2), we find that these data points can be obviously divided
into two groups (Figure 4). The slope of linear regression between FRP and industrial emission for group 1
(rectangle) is twice that for group 2 (circle), demonstrating different energy structures. Provinces in group
1 are mainly located in northwestern and southwestern China, as well as Shandong and Hebei, which are
characterized by coal-fired heavy industries such as steel plants, power plants, and coal mines/oil-gas fields.
By contrast, VIIRS FRP indicates those in group 2 is dominated by fragmented small-scale plants and light
industries, with much weaker heat release and higher energy efficiency. Despite a simple grouping of the
provinces, R2 between FRP and industrial emissions or energy consumption increases largely from 0.63 to
0.86 and 0.9 or from 0.73 to 0.82 and 0.92.
Despite different slopes in the correlation, the point-to-point comparison of VIIRS FRP and MEIC industrial emissions in several typical provinces exhibits robust correlation at grid levels (Figure S3), proving that
VIIRS FRP is a good proxy in industrial emission estimates. Cloud cover can reduce daily coverage of satellite detection, but unified VIIRS FRP at monthly scales is fully adequate for supporting emission inventory
updating. Even so, unified VIIRS FRP can be more effective in characterizing variations of activation levels
of industrial emissions at a high temporal resolution of monthly scale rather than their amount. Meanwhile, the high-resolution VIIRS 375 m thermal anomaly products can provide an observational constraint
for spatial allocation of industrial emissions. In particular, VIIRS FRP can be utilized together with other
satellite products such as trace gases in updating emission inventory (Y. Wang et al., 2016, 2020).
LI ET AL.
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Figure 3. Comparison of MEC emissions (a) and unified VIIRS FRP (b) of industrial sources in China during 2016. FRP, fire radiative power; MEC, Multiresolution Emission Inventory for China; VIIRS, Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite.

To promote emission inventory updating with VIIRS thermal anomaly products, several problems should be
further considered. Since VIIRS FRP itself does not have information regarding specific types of the emission sources, how to deal with the numerous mismatches between FRP and emission inventory remains
a challenge. Other satellite products of atmospheric components and priori knowledge such as pollutant
concentration from air quality monitoring network in China and fieldworks can provide a lot of favors. In
addition, the changing pixel size due to daily orbit shift or larger view angles can reduce the confidence of
spatial location and FRP of the thermal anomaly.

4. Conclusions
The huge amounts of atmospheric pollutants from large-scale industrial activities in China have significant influence on regional air quality and climate changes. However, to update emission inventory of the
dynamic industrial sources is a fundamental requirement but challenging work due to a time-consuming
compilation process of the common bottom-up methods. Here, we present an exploratory insight into the

Figure 4. Linear regression between FRP and emissions (a) and that between FRP and energy consumption (b) in two regions of China during 2016. FRP, fire
radiative power.
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application potential of satellite thermal anomaly products in industrial emission estimates. Industrial heat
sources in China are identified by VIIRS 375 m products with a density-based clustering algorithm. VIIRS
FRP and MEIC industrial emission have very similar spatial patterns, but numerous mismatches exist in
their detailed location. There is a robust correlation between FRP and industrial emissions at both provincial
and grid levels. VIIRS thermal anomaly products prove to be a quantitative indicator of energy-consuming
emissions and can be used in characterizing activation levels and spatial allocation of industrial emissions.
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